Product brief: smartSTRIPS
Flight data management

Automation helps to reduce cost, increase efficiency, safety and play a key role for the main users within the ATM industry, Air Navigation Service Providers. The Frequentis flight data management tool is the next generation automation tool providing a first-class ATM-grade IT solution supporting air traffic controllers around the world. smartSTRIPS is the solution for tower flight data management. It can be tailored to any environment, from regional to high capacity centres/towers. Key clients in the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Poland and Hong Kong have already chosen smartSTRIPS.

Key features

Enhanced data highlighting
Updates are visualised to increase the air traffic controller’s awareness for revised information.

Automated workflow support
Workflows modelled according to customer processes are converted into business rules to support strip data handling.

Sophisticated runway management
Runway configuration management, wake turbulence counter functions and automatic updates of STARs and SIDs improve efficiency and situational awareness.

Handwriting recognition
Flight strips are quickly created with first in class handwriting recognition of flight plan details manually added by the operator.

Free strip placement
Free positioning of flight strips via intuitive pen or touch gestures.

Software assurance
The software is designed according to ED-109A AL4/SWAL3 standards.

smartSTRIPS at a glance
- Designed by former Air Traffic Controllers for Air Traffic Controllers
- Flexible configuration of strip layout
- Adjustable workflow through business rules
- Graphical editor
- Highest usability through fast and responsive user interface while supporting coordination
- ICAO OLDI 4.2 standard capability
- Interfaces to FDP, AFTN, AODB, RDP
- Datalink capability: DCL, CPDLC
- Proven in use at > 350 controller working positions (CWPs) for civil and military operations
- Scalable from regional to high capacity centres/towers
Benefits

Safety
Integrating information from multiple domains and generating enhanced safety logic functions.

Integration
The distribution of flight data will vastly enhance data exchange between the En-route, Terminal and Traffic Flow Management domains, Airline Operations Centres (AOCs) and airport operators, based on open interfaces. Decision support tools will assist air traffic controllers in the terminal environment.

Cost Reduction
Integrated working positions lower maintenance and life-cycle costs for individual systems.

Efficiency
Working with smartSTRIPS allows for streamlined operation, more optimised ground traffic management and faster responses to planned and unplanned events in the terminal area. A continuous flight life cycle supports all stages of the flight with efficient flight information distribution.

Configuration
Human-centric approach of the smartSTRIPS design allows controllers at individual facilities to customise their workflows to their individual needs.

Facts and figures

| Supported SESAR PCP Elements | DMAN Integration, Surface Management, Integrated controller working positions (iCWP), Remote Tower, Routing and Guidance, Airport Safety Nets |
| Supported ICAO ASBUs          | RSEQ – runway sequencing, SURF – surface operations, ACDM – airport collaborative decision making, RATS - remote air traffic services |
| Interfaces                   | AFTN, AMHS, FDP/Automation, AODB, AIDB, DCL, Flow Management, AMAN, Surveillance, ATC Simulator, Master Clock System, Monitoring & Control, Recording, METPS, AMOS, AMIDS, ATIS |
| Standards                    | Eurocontrol ADEX-P and FMTP, ESARR 6 and OLDI 4.2, Eurocae ED-85A, ED-109 and ED-109A, FAA J0 7110.65S and ICAO 4444 |